COMMUNITY SHARED SOLAR:
POLICY AND REGULATORY
CONSIDERATIONS
ABSTRACT
Shared solar, also called community solar, is an
increasingly popular business model for deploying
distributed solar technology. Shared solar projects allow
customers that do not have sufficient solar resource, that
rent their homes, or that are otherwise unable or unwilling
to install solar on their residences, to buy or lease a portion
of a shared solar system. The participant’s share of the
electricity generated is credited to their electricity bill, as if
the solar system were located at their home.
The shared solar model expands the availability of
distributed solar to a broader customer base, offers
economies of scale to project developers, and may reduce
the cost of incentive programs and address concerns of
cross-subsidization across utility ratepayers. Increasing
numbers of utilities, cities, and community groups across
the United States are hosting shared solar projects. In
some cases, however, policy or regulatory barriers present
challenges to program implementation.
This paper explores the ways in which the shared
solar business model interacts with existing policy and
regulations, including net metering, tax credits, and
securities regulation. It presents some of the barriers that
shared solar projects may face, and provides options for
creating a supportive policy environment.
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solar projects. Aggregated or group purchasing refers
to multiple stakeholders coming together to purchase
individual solar systems in order to take advantage of
bulk pricing. Crowd funding solar projects (e.g., Mosaic)
allow investors to finance a solar project and benefit from
the return on their investment. In shared solar projects,1
participants buy or lease a portion of a large distributed
solar system and are able to use that solar generation
against their demand on their electricity bill, just as if they
had a solar system on their own rooftop.2
This paper focuses solely on shared solar projects. Shared
solar projects give customers who cannot or do not want
to install a PV system on their rooftop the opportunity to
benefit from a solar installation. Given that approximately
three-quarters of residential rooftops are not suitable
for solar systems, shared solar significantly expands the
distributed solar market.3

BACKGROUND
Several business models have recently arisen that bring
community stakeholders together to deploy distributed
solar projects. These community solar models include
aggregated/group purchasing, crowd-funding, and shared
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Compared to other utility incentive types, shared solar
projects may result in fewer costs to non-participating
ratepayers, depending on the pricing structure used.6 The
costs of traditional utility incentive programs are often
spread across all ratepayers. For shared solar, all of the
program costs may be covered through the customer
participation payment, or deducted from the participant bill
credits. The cost of electricity integration and delivery may
also be deducted from bill credits.
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HOSTS OF COMMUNITY SHARED SOLAR
Utilities, businesses, local governments, and community
groups can host shared solar projects. The shared solar
systems may be located on public buildings, private
land, brownfield sites, or any location with suitable
solar resources. Various program designs and contract
terms can be used.4 Program design elements include
ownership structure, product offering, length of contract,
eligibility rules, subscription pricing, and how bill credits
are calculated. Different program designs offer their own
benefits and balance of risks between stakeholders. For this
reason, program design elements should be consciously
decided upon, based on the particular situation.5
Drivers for public sector entities to offer shared solar
projects include meeting local sustainability goals and
supporting community members that face barriers to
participating in traditional rooftop solar.
Compared to other utility incentive types, shared
solar projects may result in fewer costs to nonparticipating ratepayers. All of the program costs
may be covered by participating customers.
For utilities, the shared solar model may contribute to
customer engagement and satisfaction. Utilities in states
with renewable energy mandates may also be able to apply
the renewable energy credits from shared solar projects
toward their requirement. In addition, there is increasing
interest and research to understand how to locate solar
systems in order to provide distribution system benefits,
such as reducing congestion or providing ancillary
services.
2

Colorado, Minnesota, and California have passed
requirements that certain regulated utilities develop shared
solar projects, and there is similar movement in other
states, including New York.7,8,9 The state-level policies
include direction regarding various program elements,
such as customer eligibility and how bill credits will
be calculated.
One consideration is the potential impact of proposed
policy on the existing solar market and associated solar
developers. In addition, providing for ownership structures
that allow hosts to make use of tax credits or other
incentives should also be considered. The interplay of
shared solar and tax incentives is discussed more below.

PARTICIPANTS IN COMMUNITY SHARED
SOLAR
Shared solar projects can offer a variety of benefits to
participants, including increased electricity rate stability
and potential bill savings.10 Homeowners with shaded
roofs or historic buildings, residents of multi-tenant
buildings, and those who rent apartments may be unable to
install rooftop solar systems, but can participate in shared
solar projects. Shared solar can also expand access for
lower-income energy customers, who are prevented from
having their own systems due to lack of credit. Decision
makers may choose to set aside portions of shared solar
projects for particular customer classes, or facilitate the
participation of customers that otherwise would not have
access to solar.
Colorado has supported the availability of shared solar for
low-income customers as part of the Community Solar
Garden Act. By regulation, eligible utilities must reserve
five percent of new shared solar projects for low-income
participants and waive the minimum level of participation
for these customers.11 By providing all customers, despite
their circumstances, the opportunity to participate in a
distributed solar project, shared solar can address some of

the concern about cross-subsidization between customers
who can and cannot have rooftop solar.
In order to ensure that more customers can participate in
a shared solar project, maximum single subscriber levels
may be set to limit any one participant from holding
a majority of the interest in the project. Minimum or
maximum participant limits and limits to administration
fees may also be defined through state policy.
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participants in shared solar projects to subtract their
portion of the off-site generation from the load at their
own residences.13
The ability to develop shared solar projects may be
inhibited or prohibited if state regulations do not allow
for virtual net metering. Some net metering policies do
not specify whether shared solar projects are eligible,
and some implicitly exclude them by specifying that
net-metered generation must serve on-site load. Some
states, including California, Delaware, Minnesota, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont have
specifically allowed for virtual net metering through
legislation.14

Net Metering Caps
Of the 44 states with net metering policies, 24 set a cap on
the total capacity eligible for net metering. In some cases,
there are separate caps for public and private facilities.
Making sure that policies clarify to which cap shared
solar projects apply provides more certainty to project
developers.15

Shared solar projects allow customers to buy or lease a portion
of a shared solar system. Photo by iStock, 28099878

INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER POLICIES
AND REGULATIONS
This section describes how existing state and federal policy
may impact the development of shared solar projects, and
provides policy options for decision makers who want to
support the shared solar business model.

Net Metering Policy
Net metering is a primary state-level policy that supports
the development of distributed solar systems for the
excess power they feed onto the electricity grid. Forty-four
states have net metering policies.12 Certain elements of
these policies that are relevant to shared solar projects are
discussed below.

Virtual Net Metering
A distinguishing characteristic of shared solar is that
the solar system is not at the same location as the load
of the project participants. Virtual net metering allows

Although the majority of states with net metering caps are
currently substantially below their existing caps, five states
could reach their program limit in the 2015-2018 time
frame, if development predictions are correct and the caps
are not increased.16 In these states, there is a possibility that
net metering will not be available by the time a proposed
project is completed. This increased risk may significantly
slow or halt solar project development, as the net metering
limits are approached.17
To reduce this risk to the developer, Massachusetts
has developed a system of assurance for net metering
eligibility. The application process is a mandatory
requirement for mature projects, and provides a limited
time guarantee that the project will be eligible for
net metering once it is interconnected. This reduces
uncertainty for developers, informs investment decisions,
and creates more stability in the market as net metering
caps are approached.

Limits to Project Size or Participant Class
Most net metering rules include eligibility criteria that
define individual system capacity limits and eligible
customer classes. For example, residential customers
may be allowed to have net-metered systems up to
10kW, while commercial customers may be allowed
3

to have larger systems. Rules that limit project size or
prohibit residential customers from obtaining credits from
commercial-scale projects can create significant barriers to
shared solar projects. One benefit of shared solar is that the
larger capacities offer economies of scale, which can make
the projects more economically attractive for residential
customers. It may be necessary to review and adjust state
net metering language in order to ensure that shared solar
projects can be efficiently designed and that all relevant
customers are eligible to obtain net metering from
the project.18

Interconnection Policy
The time and effort required to obtain utility approval for
net metering and interconnection varies widely across
the states. Some states have implemented simplified
application processes for small-scale solar projects or
for projects that use certified equipment.19 Ensuring that
shared solar projects are not subject to unnecessarily
complex application processes or interconnection approval
timelines will help open the market to these projects and
reduce the risk that participants will become impatient and
drop out of the project during the development phase.
It may be necessary to review and adjust state net
metering language in order to ensure that shared
solar projects can be efficiently designed and that
all relevant customers are eligible to obtain net
metering from the project.18

Federal Tax Credit
The federal government provides a 30% residential
investment tax credit for qualifying solar projects through
Section 25D of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC).20 In
order to be eligible for the credit, the solar system must
“generate electricity for use in a dwelling … used as a
residence by the taxpayer.” This language led some to
believe that the tax credit was not available to shared solar
projects or their participants since the solar system in these
cases is not located at the taxpayer residence. However,
in 2013, the IRS issued a clarification (Notice 2013-70),
stating that shared solar projects that satisfy all other
requirements in the IRC do, in fact, qualify for the
tax credit.21
If a shared solar project offers participants actual
ownership of the solar panels (rather than offering the
4
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output of the system), the participant claims the tax credits
in proportion to their percentage of the system. Under
models in which participants lease panels or have a power
purchase agreement for the generation output, the host or
developer of the solar project claims the tax credits and the
economic benefit is passed through to individuals in the
cost of participation.
State regulators have a role to play in assuring that hosts,
developers or participants in shared solar projects can
obtain these federal tax credits. The IRC requires that solar
systems have manufacturer certification. The criteria for
this certification are defined at the state level. Defining and
supporting the manufacturer certification process at the
state level provides important backing for shared
solar projects.

State Incentives
If a state tax credit, rebate, or other incentive is provided
for solar generation projects, clarification may be
necessary to ensure that shared solar projects are eligible to
receive the benefits. Doing so ensures a level playing field
for all customers, whether or not they are able to install
solar on their own property.
The way in which state incentives are distributed can
potentially impact the economic viability of shared solar
projects. Depending on their design, state-level incentives
may or may not be considered taxable income under
federal and state tax laws. Some states have designed
incentives to avoid the tax issue by avoiding the issuance
of government payments directly to residential solar
customers.22 State guidance may be necessary to clarify

whether state-level incentives are considered taxable
income under state code and the relevance to shared
solar projects.

Renewable Energy Credits/Certificates (REC)
In states that have strong REC markets, the generation
of RECs by shared solar projects can contribute to the
economic viability of the project. The RECs can be
handled in a variety of ways, with different benefits for
hosts and participants. Some considerations are whether
the host or the participant retains the RECs generated
by the project, and whether or not the RECs are retired.
Individual customers may not understand how to cash in
RECs, preferring that the host pass through the value of
the RECs in the participation cost.
State guidance may be necessary to clarify
whether state-level incentives are considered
taxable income under state code and the relevance
to shared solar projects.

Securities Compliance
Caution must be taken in the design of shared solar
projects in order to avoid structures that make the project
subject to securities regulation under the Securities
Exchange Commission (SEC). Potential shared solar hosts
can submit a request to the SEC describing the business
model being used and presenting a technical and legal
analysis of why the host believes the business model is
not a security. In the past, the SEC has issued a No-Action
Letter to one developer,23 but since there are a variety of
business models for shared solar projects, the issuance may
not be applicable to other projects.
Preparing a No-Action Letter Request is a significant cost
and time burden on project developers. Projects initiated
by community groups, for example, may not have the
resources to overcome this barrier. Work is underway,
sponsored by the Department of Energy’s SunShot
Initiative, to bring clarity to the securities issue for shared
solar projects at the federal level. However, the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 preserves much of the states’
actions with regards to securities.24 For this reason, state
regulators will need to provide similar clarity at the
state level.
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CONCLUSIONS
Community shared solar provides increased public access
to solar technology and helps expand the distributed solar
market. The shared solar model may offer economies of
scale, reduce the cost of solar incentive programs, and
address some of the concerns of cross-subsidization among
utility ratepayers. State-level policymakers and regulators
wanting to support shared solar projects may need to
revise state policy and regulation to remove barriers that
are specific to this business model. These include issues
related to net metering and interconnection policy, and
the ability of project hosts and participants to benefit from
federal or state incentives. Decision makers may also
consider the option of requiring regulated utilities to offer
shared solar projects to customers or otherwise including
shared solar within renewable energy mandates.

Community shared solar provides increased public
access to solar technology and helps expand the
distributed solar market.
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